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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a system for manipulating a virtually elastic object by using a sensor 
glove. The system is mainly divided into two parts: object deformation and collision 
detection. A linear elastic model based on the finite element method is adopted for 
modelling the virtual object. A virtual hand is created to manipulate the virtual object 
which is controlled by a sensor glove. By using a simplified hand model and a 
hierarchical representation of a virtual object based on sphere tree, collision between the 
hand and the object is detected. By solving a system of linear equations, the deformation 
of the object is determined. To maintain the interactivity of the system, the Capacitance 
method, which is based on the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula, is adopted for 
evaluating deformation. Increasing the number of finger contacts increases the time 
required for computing deformation. Neighborhood algorithm is used to reduce the time 
required for collision detection as number of finger contact increases. In order to update 
the sphere tree interactively for accurate collision detection during deformation, regional 
sphere tree update is implemented. Potential application can be found in the design of 
products with elastic components and virtual sculpting. Experiments show that 
interactive response (the average frame rate is more than 20 frames per second and the 
setup time for establishing the relation matrix is within 1 second) can be attained for 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Interactive simulation of deformable object is a hot topic in computer graphics and 
engineering. Deformation is essential in computer animation for modelling the behaviour 
of tissue and soft object. In modelling soft elastic products, such as soft toys and utensils 
for baby, or furniture, like sofa, whether the behaviour of the object fulfils its functional 
requirements while interacting with the human form is essential. Designers can test and 
modify their design in virtual environment without making physical prototype. In some 
cases, designers may like to use free hand sculpting in the modelling of clay model. As a 
result, there is a potential industrial application of virtual reality using an instrumented 
glove. 
Existing interactive techniques in virtual reality (VR) system mainly focus on the 
manipulation of rigid bodies (e.g. collision detection and contact modelling). Real-time 
simulation of deformable object is difficult because of its two conflicting demands: 
interactivity and accuracy. Interactive models emphasize on speed and low latency, 
while accuracy is not the primary concern. Accurate models are physics based and 
computationally expensive. Deformation is usually computed by solving partial 
differential equations. In product design, the deformation must be as accurate as 
possible, so that the simulation can be treated as product test. 
This thesis describes a system for manipulating a virtually elastic solid model using a 
sensor glove. 
1 
1.1 Related Work 
Deformable model 
There are several methods for incorporating physical laws to deformable virtual objects. 
Mass-spring models are the most popular one [TER94]. The domain is divided into a set 
of mass points connected by springs. The technique can be applied for non-linear 
deformation but is computationally expensive. 
Rappoport et al [RAP96] proposed a volume-preserving deformation technique based on 
Free-Form Deformations (FFD). Terzopoulos et al [TER87，TER88] also showed the 
advantages of physical approach over kinematics approach for computer animation. In 
his proposed system, Finite Difference Method (FDM) was used for calculating the 
potential energy of deformation. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is also a widely 
used, flexible and accurate method for elastic deformation. Gourret et al [GOU89, 
GOU91] described a system for modelling the human hand with eight nodes solid 
elements meshed around bone structures. The finite element method is used to compute 
the contact deformations on a synthetic human hand and a deformable object in a 
grasping task. Kang and Kak [KAN95] proposed a hybrid finite element model using 
cubical elements inside the object and plate elements on the surface of the object. Bro-
Nielsen and Cotin [BR096] proposed to use tetrahedron elements for the discretization 
of a solid model. They used condensation method to calculate the deformation of the 
object and the frame rate can be kept at 15-20 frames per second by inverting the reduced 
stiffness matrix in a pre-processing stage. Cotin et al. [COT99] performed a real-time 
deformation of an elastic-tissue model by pre-computing the response of surface mesh 
nodes subjected to different sets of position constraints. James and Pai [JAM99] were 
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able to achieve real-time deformation by applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury 
formula on a Boundary Element Model (BEM). By considering the coherence of typical 
interactions, the stiffness matrices are updated instead of being recomputed. Hui 
[HUI02] extended Gourret's [GOU89] approach for manipulating deformable object 
using a sensor glove. 
Collision detection 
In order to use the sensor glove for manipulating virtual object, collision detection has to 
be considered. Since real-time response is critical in a virtual environment, real-time 
collision detection is essential. Some time-saving algorithms for collision detection thus 
have to be employed in order to attain interactive response. Several methods have been 
developed for collision detection between objects. The simplest approach is to compute 
the intersection between the intersecting objects [BOY79]. The complexity of this 
approach increases with the number of edges and faces of the objects. Most research 
focuses on reducing the number of edge-face pairs by using a hierarchy of bounding 
regions [HAH88, GAR94, GOT96, PAL95]. Collision detection is also performed by 
considering the minimum distance between objects [GIL88, LIN94, CAM97]. Palmer 
and Grimsdale [PAL95] used a three-stage process for collision detection, namely the 
construction of an initial bounding box, the construction of a sphere tree hierarchy, and 
the intersection tests. 
Youn and Wohn [YOU93] suggested a hierarchical object (HO) for detecting collision of 
complex objects. An object is first divided into several major parts and the parts are 
further sub-divided so that the object is represented by a hierarchy of object parts. 
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Using the HO, a tree structure is developed for locating the region of collision. This 
reduces the number of comparisons required for detecting the collision of the H O and 
other virtual objects. There are two types of nodes in the tree. The filled nodes represent 
pointer to a part of the object HO. The empty nodes represent intermediate nodes within 
the hierarchy and there is no valid value within such nodes. 
Bandi and Thalmann [BAN95] used digital differential analyser as an adaptive spatial 
subdivision technique to digitise a virtual object into voxels. Based on an octree 
structure, the virtual object is subdivided into voxels for collision detection tests. In a 
collision detection test, the virtual object voxels are super-sampled. This technique is 
used when the objects are close to each other. The voxels of the virtual object are super-
sampled at a higher level of resolution than an octree does. If the objects are found not to 
be colliding with each other before the highest level of resolution is reached, they are not 
considered to be colliding. 
Smith et. al. [SMI95] used bounding boxes to approximate a virtual object for collision 
detection. Only the overlapping regions of two objects are considered. This reduces the 
time for collision detection. Octree subdivision is performed on the overlapping region 
and the regions containing different object faces are extracted. Face-face intersection test 
is performed in the extracted regions to locate the colliding faces. Hubbard [HUB96] 
used a tightly bounded sphere tree for collision detection. Given the trajectories of the 
objects, precise intersection test is only performed where the objects possibly collide. 
Several researchers used hierarchical sphere tree structure for approximating objects in 
collision detection algorithm. Liu et. al. [LIU91] used a solid model called Hierarchical 
Sphere Model (HSM) for approximating the objects in the virtual environment. The root 
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1.2 Background 
In the past, the key-frame interpolation technique was used to create computer animation. 
Static key pictures were drawn to pre-define the change of an object. Animators then 
created intermediate pictures between those key pictures (key frames) by interpolation to 
produce a smooth motion in the animation. By using this technique, large amount of key 
frames are required to describe a series of motion. No interaction with the animated 
figures or objects can be attained using this kind of technique. 
1.2.1 Deformable model 
The usage of physically based model provides a solution to the above problem. Once the 
natural shape (shape before deformation) is developed, the deformed shape can be 
calculated using physical laws. This is especially useful for interactive applications 
because the random motion of the virtual hand cannot be predicted. 
Among various physical models for describing deformable solid objects, the simplest 
model is the linearly elastic model. The Finite Element Method is the most widely used 
approach for approximating linearly elastic object. 
A finite element model can be derived based on the virtual displacement principle. 
Virtual displacement principle states that the internal work due to internal stresses is 
equal to the external work resulting from forces such as gravity, pressure and contacts. 
After the model is discretised into elements, these integrals are calculated over the 
element volume Ve or over element surface Se that can be stated as the following, 
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internal work = {strain\ {stress\dV^ 
external work 二 ^ {force per unit volume\ (displacement)^ dV^ (丄 
+ {force per unit surface \ (displacement dS^ 
+ (concentrated force)^ {displacement)^ 
As each component depends on the (displacement)e, each element can be assembled, and 
the equilibrium equation can be written in the form K U = R, which can be viewed as a 
stiffness matrix K, displacement U and external force R. 
By Hooke's law, the global force-displacement relation is, 
f g = k V (1.2) 
where P is the global force vector applied to the object with N nodes, given by, 
fg 一 f g fg (1.3) 
1 一 Ifo … 
qg is the global displacement vector of the object, given by, 
= …q^N - J (1-4) 
kg is the global stiffness matrix. 
From (1.2), external forces can be calculated by multiplying the displacements with the 
global stiffness matrix or the inverse relation can be obtained, 
qs=(kg”” (1.5) 
Unknown nodal displacements can thus be computed from the input of external forces f®. 
In a system with no force feedback device, the displacement vector q^ cannot be 
computed by (1.5). 
However, there are some known displacements with unknown forces and there are some 
unknown displacements with known forces, the complementary relations of forces and 
displacements make the number of equations sufficient for solving the unknowns. Since 
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the number of equations is equal to the number of unknowns, all the unknowns can be 
solved by rearranging the system of equations and the order of variables. 
By considering the relation between the virtual hand and the virtual object, there is no 
external applied force at the nodes having no constraint or no contact with the virtual 
hand. Therefore, all the known external forces are zero. 
After the rearrangement, the relation between displacements and forces is given by, 
[Fkg] = [ n K 剩 
-F!」[KL n」LQ【」 
where Fu^ is the unknown force vector, Fk^ is the known force vector (zero vector) 
Qu^ is the unknown displacement, Qk^ is the known displacement, 
Kii^, K22^ are the sub-matrices of the rearranged global stiffness 
matrix (k”. 
Multiplying the matrix partitions and the displacement vectors, a system of linear 
equations can be obtained, 
Rearranging equations gives, 
'Qh-(KfJiKf2Q【 （18) 
Unknown displacements and forces can hence be computed using relation (1.8). 
For visualization purpose, it is only required to obtain the nodal displacement. Hence, it 
is only necessary to compute the unknown displacement in (1.8). In addition, Ku^ is 
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known after the rearrangement of the equations, so only (Kn^)'^ is required to be 
computed. 
The rearrangement improves the computation efficiency in two ways. The size of Kn^ is 
smaller than k^ so that the time required for computing the inverse of a matrix is reduced. 
The size of is smaller comparing with (k^ )'^  in (1.5), so that the computation 
of unknown displacement becomes more efficient. 
In (1.8), the relation matrix M is -Kn'^K^, in which Kn'^ is to be computed. The time 
required for computing Kn"^ determines whether the deformation is real-time interactive 
or not. 
Bro-Nielsen and Cotin [BR096] proposed a finite element based approach for real-time 
deformation applications. The approach uses volumetric elements for the discretization 
of the virtual objects. This discretization method computes the 3-dimensional volumetric 
behaviors of a solid object. They used condensation method to localize the problem on 
the deformation of surface nodes of the object and the frame rate can be kept at 15-20 
frames per second by inverting the reduced stiffness matrix in a pre-processing stage. 
Hui [HUI02] extended the condensation method so that the known force Fk is 
decomposed into two parts: known surface force Fs and known internal force Fi. 
Similarly, the relative displacement of Fk, and the unknown displacement; Qu are 
decomposed into unknown surface deformation Xs, and unknown internal deformation Xi 
corresponding to Fs and Fi respectively. 
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Fs ICoO ICol ICo2 X s 
Then (1.6) is rewritten as: p. 二 Kio K n K12 X i d-^) 
_FuJ LK20 K21 K22丄Xk_ 
where, Kqo is nxn matrix, Koi is nxmi matrix, K02 is nxmi matrix, 
Kio i^miXn matrix, K n is miXmi matrix, K12 is miXm2 matrix, 
K20 is m2Xn matrix, K21 is m2Xmi matrix, K22 is 1712X1712 matrix, 
n is the number of node with known displacement, m； is the number of surface node with 
unknown displacement, m�is the number of internal node with unknown displacement. 
Since all known nodal forces of the object are zero, i.e. Fk = 0 ^  Fs = 0 and Fi = 0, then 
Fs = KooXs + KoiXi + Ko2Xk (1.10) 
Fi = KioXs + KiiXi + KnXk = 0 (1.11) 
Fk = K2oXs + K2iXi + K22Xk = 0 (1.12) 
In (1.11), KiiXi = -KioXs - Ki2Xk 
Xi = -Kii ^ KioXs - Kii ^ Ki2Xk (1.13) 
Put (1.13) into (1.12), 0 = K20 Xs + K2i(-Kii-^KioXs 一 Kii-^Ki2Xk ) + K22Xk 
[K20- K i iK i i ' ^K io ] Xs = [K2iKI I '^KI2- K22] Xk 
4 Xs = [K20- K2iKir^Kio]-'[K2iKn-^Ki2- K22] Xk (1.14) 
Xs = M X k 
In order to obtain the relation matrix M i.e. [K20- K2iKii'^Kio]"^[K2iKii'^Ki2- K22], it is 
necessary to computed Kii'\ Since K n represents the stiffness of internal nodes, changes 
in the grasping position does not affect the internal node (i.e. K n is constant). 
Hager [HAG89] derived an expression for the inverse of a matrix undergoing some 
minor changes. James and Pai [JAM99] adopted a similar technique based on the 
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Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula for real time simulation of linear elastic 
deformable object using boundary element method. 
The Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula expresses the inverse of a matrix after a small 
rank perturbation in terms of the inverse of the original matrix. By focusing on the 
following equation: [A-UV” = A_i + A^U(I-VA^U) V A ^ (1.15) 
where both A and I-VA'^U are invertible, and I is the identity matrix. 
The matrix I-VA"^U is called the ‘‘capacitance matrix". Suppose U is nxm with columns 




Obviously, (1.15) is useful when m is much smaller than n, so that the effort involved in 
evaluating: A^U(I-VA^U) V a ^ (1.17) 
is relatively smaller than the effort involved in inverting a general nxn matrix. 
Duncan [DUN44] gave a representation for the inverse of the coefficient matrix. In the 




then Y-i=[A—i+A-:UC-:VA-i ― 人 曾 ！ ] 
-C-iVA-i C-i � 
where C = D-VA^U 
Eq 1.18 shows the relation between Y"^ and the sub-matrices of Y, such that given A, D, 
U and V, the inverse of Y can be calculated. 
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1.2.2 Collision detection 
In order to use sensor glove for manipulating virtual objects, collision detection has to be 
considered. Since real-time response is critical in a virtual environment, real-time 
collision detection is essential. To obtain a real-time response, the frame rate of the 
system should be kept as higher as possible and at least be kept above 20 frames per 
second. Algorithms for fast collision detection thus have to be employed in order to 
attain interactive response. 
Palmer et. al. [PAL96] used a three-stage process for efficient collision detection. In the 
first stage, a global bounding box of the object is used as a reference for constructing the 
root node sphere of the hierarchy. In the second stage, potentially colliding regions are 
detected by traversing down the sphere tree. The sphere tree is an octree constructed by 
overlapping spheres using spatial subdivision technique. Figure 1.2 illustrates the idea 
of spatial subdivision technique in a 2D analogy. The final stage is to perform 
interference test when the sphere at the leaf node of the object collides with each other. 
/ f ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
a. Level 1 of tree b. Level 2 of tree c. Level 3 of tree 
Figure 1.2 A 2D analogy of a sphere tree 
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The virtual hand and the virtual objects are represented in polyhedrals, but most faces, 
edges and vertex pairs do not collide due to their geometrical position (e.g. the shaded 
parallel face pair in Figure 1.3). These trivial pairs are eliminated in an efficient way 
such that only those likely colliding pairs are tested for collision. 
Figure 1.3 The shaded faces are unlikely to collide 
One of the efficient ways to eliminate those trivial pairs is to construct a hierarchy that 
subdivides the virtual object into several parts in different resolution levels. By 
searching down the hierarchy from the root node, collision is detected at different 
resolution levels. The region for performing interference test is reduced by going down 
the hierarchy. Only the finest region, i.e. the lowest level of the hierarchy, is tested for 
interference. 
Other than the search for possible collision, the time for constructing the hierarchy is 
necessary to be considered also. Most existing algorithms [PAL96, HUB96, LIU91, 
MOR88] assumed the colliding bodies are rigid so that the tree can be constructed in a 
pre-process. The time for constructing the hierarchy thus does not affect the performance 
of the system. However, the assumption is not applicable for deformable object. The 
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shape of a deformable object changes over time and the hierarchy has to be changed in 
order to represent the object geometry correctly. 
By considering both efficiency of tree search and speed of constructing the hierarchy, a 
sphere octree structure is adopted. A typical octree structure is shown in Figure 1.4. At 
each node of the tree, there are eight descendent nodes (including some NULL nodes). If 
all the eight descendent nodes of a node are NULL, the node is a leaf node. In the sphere 
tree, each level (n) represents a different level of approximation of the virtual object by a 
set of spheres. In another words, the set of nodes in the same level (n) within the 
hierarchy represents the collection of spheres at the same level of resolution 
approximating the virtual object. 
y 『、 ( r、 广 ^ \ ( \ ( 、 / \ ^ s ^ \ 
S X X i S f f i m � l e v e l of hierarchy 
Figure 1.4 An octree structure 
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Hierarchy construction 
The sphere tree is constructed by method of spatial subdivision. A bounding sphere 
enclosing the virtual object completely is constructed. This is the root node of the tree. 
A tree structure is constructed by overlapping spheres that divides the current sphere into 
eight equal regions. Nodes are retained if the nodes represent spheres on the surface of 
the object, and are discarded if the spheres are not on the surface of the object. This 
subdivision process is repeated until all the surface vertices of the object lie within one 
single sphere. Only one mesh node is allowed in a sphere since the goal of the collision 
detection algorithm is to locate the colliding leaf node sphere between the object and the 
fingertips. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.5 
Tree—structure is a pointer to a node. (The definition is described in the following section) 
Tree_structure root—node =NULL; 
Tree一structure parent一node; 
Tree—structure current—node; 
integer n; (the maximum number of vertices in the sphere) 
procedure hierarchy (parent—node, current—node, root一node) 
{ Construct bounding sphere if it is the root node, i.e.仏root一node = NULL. 
Calculate the radius and center o/current—node, 
if (the number of vertices in the sphere > n) 
{ for i = 1 to 8 by 1 
Create the iY/i_child_node of the current_node. 
for i = 1 to 8 by 1 
hierarchy (current一node, /法—child一node, root一node) 
} 
if (the number of vertices < n) 
Save the vertex information of the object in the current一node. 




Figure 1.5 Pseudo-code of sphere hierarchy construction algorithm 
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Data structure of hierarchy 
There are two types of information stored in a node of the sphere tree: the pointers to the 
descendent nodes and the data of the current node. 
Eight pointers are stored in a node pointing to its descendent nodes, but not in leaf node, 
because all the pointers to the descendent nodes of leaf node are NULL. 
The data of the current node describes the characteristics of the current node, which is 
summarised in Table 1.1. 
Characteristics Description Function 
Radius The radius of the sphere. The size of sphere 
The centre position of 
Centre The position of sphere 
the sphere. 
The maximum length of Evaluating the centres of the spheres of 
Maximum length 
a bounding box. the descendent nodes 
This data is valid only in 
Vertex For collision detection. 
the leaf node. 
Table 1.1: Characteristic description of data in each node 
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Initialization of hierarchy 
Initialization of a sphere tree means constructing the root node of the tree. The root node 
of the tree is the bounding sphere of the virtual object. In order to ensure that the virtual 
object is enclosed completely by the sphere, a bounding box is first created by locating 
the vertices of the object with the maximum and minimum coordinates. The box is then 
covered by the smallest sphere enclosing it. 
The centre of the sphere at the root node can be found by the equation, 
•^max + "^ min 3^max + 3^ min ^max + ^min 
、 " " " 2 , ^ J (U9) 
where (x,y,z) are the coordinates of a vertex, 
max represents the maximum values of the corresponding coordinates, 
min represents the minimum values of the corresponding coordinates. 
The length of the bounding box is calculated by the difference between the maximum and 
minimum value of the vertex coordinates. The radius of the sphere is determined based 
on the maximum length among the three lengths of the box. 
maxJeni = m a x { x腿—, ： ^舰“, m^ax 一 ^ min} (1-20) 
where max—len is the length of the bounding box. 
A bounding box with its length equals to the maximum length of the bounding box and 
its centre locates at the centre of the sphere is constructed. The radius of the root node 
sphere is determined from the length of the bounding cube by the equation (Figure 1.6), 
[J 




max_lens�      
^ ^ max len/2 
max leii. — max leu,— 
- 1 2 - 14 
Figure 1.6 The dimensions of the bounding box of root node 
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Expanding the hierarchy 
Similar to the construction of an octree, each edge of the bounding box is subdivided into 
two equal parts. Hence, the box is divided into 8 or descendent cubes as shown in 
Figure 1.7. For each bounding box, the smallest possible sphere is created to enclose the 
box. Therefore, eight overlapping spheres are created for the second level of 
approximation, as shown in Figure 1.8. 
Z_:ZZZ7 
Figure 1.7 Spatial subdivision of a bounding box 
J U i _ 
Figure 1.8 Spheres in the second level of hierarchy 
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As the space is subdivided evenly, the location of the spheres in the second level can be 
calculated from the vertices of the box. In the spatial subdivision process, the bounding 
box is subdivided into eight equal descendent cubes. As all the cubes are axis aligned, 
the length of the descendent cubes are half the length of the parent cube. Similarly, the 
coordinates of the centre of the descendent cube are offset by V4 of the length of the 
original bounding box. Hence, the centre of the descendent cubes can be summarized by 
the equation, 
,max_len, 
X, = 土  
2 1 4 
maxjeni 
< ;y2 = ;Vi 土 ——-- ( 1 . 2 2 ) 
,maxjen, 
where (xi, yi, zi) is the centre of the current bounding cube, 
fe，yiy zi) is the center of the descendent bounding cube, and 
max—leni is the length of the bounding cube. 
Obviously, the centers of each descendent cube (X2, yi, ^if are equal distance from the 
center of the parent cube (xi, yi, zi), where j = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 is the index number of the 
8 descendent cubes. 
The length of the descendent bounding cube is given by, 
max—leiii 
max_len. = (1.23) 
一 2 
where max_leni is the length of the current cube. 
max—len2 is the length of the descendent cube. 
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From (1.21) and (1.23), the radius of the descendent sphere is given by, 
[3 
Radius 9 = max len” 一 
2 - 'V4 
_ max_len^ 3 
一 2 ^ V 4 
^ 1. Radius, ,,〜、 
Radius 2 = (1.24) 
where max一leni is the length of the current cube, 
max一len2 is the length of the descendent cube, 
Radius 1 is the radius of the current sphere, 
Radius2 is the radius of the descendent sphere 
The spatial subdivision is repeated recursively in the similar way until the termination 
conditions are reached. There are two termination conditions for the process. The first 
one is when the descendent sphere does not lie on the surface of the object, i.e. there is no 
polygon vertex enclosed by the sphere and the node will be discarded. The second 
termination condition is when only one surface vertex is enclosed by the bounding 
sphere. This implies that the node is a leaf node. The corresponding vertex number is 
stored in the leaf node. Since the termination conditions are associated with the number 
of vertices in the bounding sphere, the test for the termination condition is attained by 
comparing the distance between each vertex of the object and the centre of the bounding 
sphere. By counting the number of vertices in the sphere, the termination condition can 
be detected. The result of sphere tree construction is shown in Figure 1.9. 
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Searching the hierarchy 
The collision detection algorithm is performed in two stages. In the first stage, the sphere 
tree is traversed to locate possible collision node. This is achieved by performing sphere-
sphere interference test (Appendix A). In the second stage, when a contact point 
approaches further to the object and finally goes into the sphere of the leaf node of the 
sphere tree, exact interference test (Appendix A) is performed to detect collision between 
the contact point and the surface node of the object. 
_ # # 
(a) Level 1 (b) Level 2 (c) Leaf nodes 
Figure 1.9 Construction of a sphere tree 
For each contact point, sphere-sphere interference test is performed to the sphere tree of 
the virtual object started at the root node. If the interference test gives positive result, the 
contact point is tested with the 8 descendent spheres of the current sphere one by one. 
Whenever there is interference between the contact point and the sphere of a node, the 
corresponding descendent nodes are retrieved and tested without checking other sibling 
nodes (depth first search). If the test persists in giving positive result until a leaf node in 
the hierarchy is tested, the contact point is reported to be “colliding with the object". 
Otherwise, it is reported to be “not colliding with the object". 
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1.3 Contribution 
In the system described in [HUI02], only five contact points located on the fingertips are 
used to manipulate the virtual object. The object will be deformed when the fingertips 
press on it. When the fingers penetrate deeply into the object, the fingers are covered by 
the object. This phenomenon occurs because there is no contact point on the fingers other 
than those on the fingertips. Figure 1.10 illustrates this phenomenon. In order to 
eliminate this phenomenon, more contact points are added along the length of each finger. 
Each finger is discretised into a set of consecutive points. As the number of contact point 
increases, the time for collision detection and relation matrix establishment increases. 
This affects the frame rate of the whole system obviously. A pre-computation process is 
adopted to speed up the relation matrix establishment. A breadth-first search on the 
sphere tree is performed for locating possible collision. 
腿 
Figurel.lO Fingers and object are overlapped. 
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1.4 Thesis Roadmap 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
In chapter 2, Capacitance method is described. 
In chapter 3，the collision detection problem is addressed. A fast searching algorithm is 
presented to increase the collision detection speed. A real-time method for sphere tree 
update is presented in this thesis. 
In chapter 4，the system architecture of an experimental system is shown. 
Chapter 5 shows the results and analysis of the system. Various methods for establishing 
the relation matrix are compared. 
In chapter 6, the conclusion and suggestions for future work is presented. 
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2 THE CAPACITANCE METHOD 
In the manipulation of a virtually elastic object with a virtual hand, the shape of the 
object is changed due to the force applied by the virtual hand. The relation between the 
shape of the object and the applied force is defined by a deformable model. In the system 
with no hepatic feedback, forces cannot be used as the input to the system X=K'^F, where 
X is the displacement, K is the stiffness matrix and F is the applied force. A 
displacement-displacement relation is used instead so that the displacements of the non-
contact nodes with unknown displacement can be calculated based on the known 
displacement of contact nodes. As an elastic model is used to represent the virtual 
objects, the displacement-displacement relation is reduced to a system of linear equations 
and those known displacements act as an input to the system. By establishing a suitable 
relation matrix, unknown displacements can be calculated from the known displacements 
(equation (1.8)). This requires the inversion of a system matrix which is found to be the 
most time-consuming process [HUI02]. In order to speed up the matrix inversion 
process, the capacitance method is adopted. The Capacitance method relates the inverse 
of a matrix to that of its sub-matrices. The method consists of two parts: 1) pre-
computation and 2) matrix inversion. 
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Pre-computation 
In equation (1.5), q^ zz (k^^T^f^ 
In matrix form, [Q] = [K]-^ [F] 
"0^ 1 �Kg Kg Ti�Fg_ 
Uu = 1^2 � (2.1) 
_ Q � � L n K^ J LfuM 
where [Qu^] is a vector of the non-contact nodes with unknown deformation. 
[Qk^] is a vector of the contact nodes with known deformation. 
Equation (1.8) gives the following expression: 
In order to calculate the unknown deformation, the inverse of Kn^ is required. The 
Capacitance method provides a way to obtain the inverse of Kn^ from the inverse of k^ . 
The inverse of k^ is thus pre-computed and stored. 
Extracting (Kn ” ！ from K^ 
Suppose K - ， 1 二 12 (2.2) 
and K—1:卜 Di2] (2.3) 
LD21 D22J 
where K n and D n are mxrn matrices, K12 and Du are mxn matrices, 
K21 and D21 are nxtn matrices, K22 and D22 are nxn matrices 
and n is the number of node with known displacement, 
m is the number of node with unknown displacement with n«m 
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Then [K][K]-^ = I 
"Kn Ki2][Dii Di2] 二 [I O" 
K22」|_D2i D 2 2 」 I _ 
Kii Dii + Ki2 D21 = I (2.4.1) 
Kii Di2 + KI2 D22 = 0 (2.4.2) 
K21 Dii + K22 D21 = 0 (2.4.3) 
K21 Di2 + K22 D22 = I (2.4.4) 
In (2.4.2) 
Kii Di2 = -K12D22 
KI2 = -K11D12D22I (2.4.5) 
Put (2.4.5) into (2.4.1) 
Kii Dii + (-KiiDi2 D22 ') D2i = I 
Kii Dii - K11D12 D 2 2〜 = I 
Kii (D11-D12D22' D21) =I 
Since Kn Kn'^  = I 
’ Kil l = Dii - D12D22 4)21 (2.4) 
Hence, Kn'^ can be calculated from the sub-matrices of 
By putting equation (2.4) into equation (1.8), 
Qu = • (Kii)-^Ki2Qk 
Qu = -(Dii _ D12D22 iD2i)Ki2Qk (2.5) 
Qu = M Q k 
Where M is called the relation matrix. 
Then the unknown deformation is calculated. 
The pseudo-code of the Capacitance method is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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axa—matrix K; // a is the total node number of the object 
// the global stiffness matrix 
axa_matrix K ^ II a is the total node number of the object 
// the inverse of global stiffness matrix 
K'l = Matrix inversionij^) (JPre-computation) 
Capacitance 
{ mxm一matrix Klljnverse; // m is the dimensions of K n 
1) Partition K'^ into Dn, Dn, D21, D22 
2) D22-1 = Matrix inversion(D22) 
3) A = D12D22' 
4) B = AD21 
5) Kll—inverse = Dn - B 
return Kll_inverse; 
_} 
Figure 2.1 Pseudo-code of the Capacitance method 
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2.1 Theoretical Comparison 
Since known displacements act as an input to the system to deform the object, the number 
of contact point of the virtual hand colliding on the virtual object thus directly affects the 
size of the four sub-matrices of pre-computed inverse of global stiffness matrix. For any 
change in contact point, 
Too Toi To2 DoO Doi Do2 
Suppose K = Ti。Tn Ti2 K-i= D i � D n Dn 
.TlO T2I T22_ _D20 D2I D22_ 
where Too is an nxn matrix, Toi is an nxmi matrix, T02 is an nxm� matrix 
Tio is an m/xn matrix, T n is an mjXmi matrix, T12 is an miXm2 matrix 
T20 is an m2Xn matrix, T21 is an m2Xmi matrix, T22 is an 爪2观2 matrix 
Doo is an nxn matrix, Doi is an nxtm matrix, D02 is an nxni2 matrix 
Dio is an miXn matrix, D n is an miXmi matrix, D12 is an miXm2 matrix 
D20 is an m2Xn matrix, D21 is an mzXmi matrix, D22 is an m2Xm2 matrix 
By equation (2.5), M = -(Dn - Di2D22"^D2i)Ki2. In order to form the relation matrix, one 
matrix inversion, one matrix subtraction and three matrix multiplications are needed. So 
the number of operation for obtaining relation matrix by Capacitance method is: 
3 2 2 2 2 
n + (m�+m2) + (mi+m2)n + (m]+m2) n + (mi+m2) n 
D 2 2 
n + (m]+m2) (2n+l) + (mi+m2)n 
= n + n[2-4(X+m2)] + n[2(X+m2f-4(X+m2)] + [2(X+m2f] 
where X = n+mi, it is constant representing the total number of display node of the object 
and X+m2 is the mesh size of the object. 
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Comparison among different method 
To obtain the relation matrix, using Gauss-Jordan elimination, it requires: 
(mi+m2f+(mi+m2fn operations. 
From (1.14), using Condensation, it requires: 
3 3 2 2 2 2 
(mi + 1712 + m�爪2 +fn�爪2 + m] n + m�m2n + m] + mjn) operations. 
From (2.4), using Capacitance, it requires: 
(n^  + (mi-\-m2f(2n-\-l) + (mi+m2)n) operations 
If the ratio of m； to m� i s X:l, then 
Gauss-Jordan: (X+1 fm2^+(X+1 fm2^n 
Condensation: (X^ + X^ + X + l)m2^ + (X^n + Xn + + Xm2n 
Capacitance: n^  + (X+lfm2^{2n+l) + 
For example, if n is 5, m； is 395 and m�is 100，this means the total number of nodes of 
the object is (mj+m2+n) = 500, then Gauss-Jordan needs 122,512,500 operations, while 
Condensation method needs 83,318,000 operations and Capacitance method needs 
1,727,675. The ratio of the three methods is 70.911 : 48.226 : 1 
Comparison on the experimental performance among different methods will be shown in 
Chapter 4: Result and Analysis 
The following graphs show the ratio changes as the three variables change: 
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The performance ratio of Gauss-Jordan elimination to that 
of Capacitance method as the contact number increases 
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(a)  
The performance ratio of Condensation method to that of 
Capacitance method as the contact number increases 
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Figure 2.2: (a) The performance ratio of Gauss-Jordan elimination to that of the 
Capacitance method as contact point increases. (b) The performance ratio of 
Condensation method to that of the Capacitance method as the contact point increases. 
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3 COLLISION DETECTION 
The contact points between the virtual hand and the virtual object are required for 
estimating the response of the virtual object. Therefore, interference test has to be 
performed between the virtual object and the virtual hand. However, if the 
interference test is performed for each pair of facets of the virtual object and that of 
the virtual hand, the required computation time will not be acceptable for interactive 
applications. Since most of the face pairs are not colliding, the time required for 
collision detection can be reduced by restricting the interference test to the pairs of 
object facets which may possibly intersect. 
In the proposed system, sphere tree is used to represent the virtual object for collision 
detection. In this section, different searching techniques are used to show their effect 
on the system performance. Neighborhood algorithm is presented which is used to 
speed up the searching of the sphere tree. Finally, Regional sphere tree update is 
introduced to explain how it helps the system to perform a fast update of the sphere 
tree. 
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3.1 Searching the hierarchy 
Depth-first search 
In [HUI02], depth-first search is used to traverse the sphere tree from the root node. 
When a node passes the interference test, its corresponding eight descendent nodes 
are tested one by one. The interference test is to determinate whether two spheres 
collide with each other or not. If they collide to each other, they pass the test. 
Otherwise, they fail the test. Once a node of the eight descendent nodes pass sphere-
sphere interference test, the test will be performed on the next level immediately 
without considering the other nodes at the same level. The sphere tree is built by a set 
of overlapping spheres. If the test point is in the overlapping region of two adjacent 
spheres, that both spheres will pass the sphere-sphere interference test, then the sphere 
ftirther from the test point may thus become the contact, leading to possible errors in 
the subsequent processes. Figure 3.1 illustrates this problem. 
In Figure 3.1, the test point pi is closer to the node n2 than the node nl, so the 
distance from nl to pi (dl) is longer than the distance from n2 to pi (62). Since pi 
lies in SI and S2 so that both SI and S2 pass the sphere-sphere interference test. 
As the node nl is traversed before n2，the collision detection function will report that 
the test point is colliding with nl, not n2. Once a collision is detected, no more tests 
will be performed at the same level and an exact interference test will be performed 
with respect to the node nl (Figure 3.1). A more accurate result will be missed, i.e. 
n2 in this example. 
V n1 \ / n2 ； 
Figure 3.1 A test point pi is intersecting more than one sphere SI and S2. 
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n1 n2 
Figure 3.2 The relative traversing path of the case shown in Figure 3.1 by using 
depth-first search 
Breadth-first search 
To solve the above problem, breadth-first search is used instead of depth-first search. 
Sphere-sphere interference test will be performed on all of the eight descendent 
spheres. Further testing will be performed only on the closest descendent node. 
z 秦 、 z 赢 、 
〇 參 
n1 n2 
Figure 3.3 Collision is correctly detected by using breadth-first search 
Breadth-first search is computationally more expensive. Suppose there are n levels in 
the hierarchy tree, in the best case, depth-first search requires n operations while 
breadth-first search requires 8n operations. In the worst case, depth-first search 
requires 8n operations while breadth-first search requires 8n operations. They are 
same in the worst case. The average speed of depth-first search is 0(4.5n) while that 
for breadth-first search is 0(8n). 
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3.2 Neighborhood algorithm 
To avoid the virtual hand penetrating into the virtual object, extra test points are 
assigned to the virtual hand along the length of each finger. The locations of the test 
points (the red dots) are shown in Figure 3.4a. 
ffir 
<1 11 n |#| ri2 
删M 
Figure 3.4a The locations of the test points assigned on the virtual hand. 
As the numbers of test point increases, the time required for collision detection 
increases. If breadth-first search is applied for all test points, the frame rate drops 
from 39 to 28 frames per second. When the number of test points goes to 100, the 
frame rate drops to around 18 frames per second. Neighborhood algorithm is a 
technique for reducing the time required for collision detection. The concept of 
Neighborhood algorithm comes from the ordered structure of the sphere tree and the 
location of the test points. The idea is to start the search at an intermediate or leaf 
node rather than the root node. Since the test points are located along the length of 
each finger, their positions are very close to each other. As a result, these test points 
possibly contact with a group of nodes, which are close to each other in the object 
mesh, and are located in the same sub-tree in a certain level in the hierarchy tree. 
Figure 3.4b illustrates the idea of the neighborhood algorithm. 
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n1 n2 
Figure 3.4b The idea of neighborhood algorithm 
Neighborhood algorithm is applied when a collision is detected. An upward search 
(blue arrow in Figure 3.4b) starting at a leaf node followed by a downward search 
will be performed. For example, if the test point Pindexi on the fingertip of the index 
finger contacts a node H, then the test point Pindex2 next to Pindexi is used for a sphere-
sphere interference test with the parent of Ni (Mi). If Pindex2 collides with Mi, this 
means Pindex2 possibly collides with the children of Mi, i.e. siblings of Ni. A downward 
search (red arrow in Figure 3.4b) will be performed starting at Mi. IfPindex2 does not 
collide with Mi, then Pindex2 will be used for a sphere-sphere interference test with 
parent of Mi (Li). If the root node is reached while no collision is detected, then if 
Pindex2 collides with the root node, a downward search starting from the root node is 
performed. If Pindex2 does not collide with the root node, then it means Pindex2 does not 
collide with the object 
The best case for successfully detecting a collision using neighborhood algorithm 
requires 8 operations, which is number of descendent nodes of each node. In the 
worse case, the test point is in the last sphere in the second level of the hierarchy tree. 
Upward search is thus performed until the root node is reached (Figure 3.5). In this 
case, 9n operations are required to obtain a result for collision detection where n is the 
number of levels in the hierarchy tree. On average, (9n+8)/2 operations are required 
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for collision detection using neighborhood algorithm while a simple breadth-first 
search needs 8n operations. 
眷 # 
n1 n2 
Figure 3.5 The worst case of neighborhood algorithm 
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3.3 Regional sphere tree update 
In real-time deformation, the shape of an object varies with time. The sphere tree of 
the object thus has to be updated in order that the collision detection process gives 
accurate result. In Figure 3.6(a), the sphere tree is not updated while the object is 
deformed by the index, middle and ring fingers. The fingertip of the thumb is 
reported to collide with the object and the display is updated with the corresponding 
contact node is being pulled towards the thumb. Figure 3.6(b) shows the result with 
the updated sphere tree. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6 (a) Incorrect collision detection due to improper sphere tree, (b) The 
error is eliminated by updating the sphere tree. 
However, building a sphere tree of an object is time consuming, and may seriously 
affect the frame rate. Fortunately, during deformation, if one of the test points is in 
contact with the object, then the other test points are bounded to collide a region of 
the object that can be reached by the fingers (Figure 3.7a). An algorithm called 
Regional sphere tree update (RSTU) can be applied for fast updating the sphere tree. 
When the object is in contact with the virtual hand, RSTU is applied. All the surface 
nodes within a minimum enclosing sphere of the virtual hand are extracted (the purple 
sphere in Figure 3.7a). The center of the spherical region is the position of the 
contact point node, which will be used as the root node of a new sphere tree, and the 
spherical region will be used as the initial bounding sphere. Once the radius and 
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center are defined, the sphere hierarchy construction algorithm (Figure 1.5) can be 
applied on the extracted surface nodes. After the new sphere tree is constructed, 
collisions with other test points on the virtual hand are detected based on the new 
sphere tree. 
. 餐 . 、 . 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7 (a) The spherical region of the virtual hand, (b) The fingertip of the 
index finger is colliding with the object, all other test points lie in the purple spherical 
region. 
The spherical region 
The performance of the RSTU depends on the size of the spherical region. If the 
region is large, the number of nodes included in the new sphere tree is large, and the 
processing time for RSTU is long. 
For a spherical region with large radius R (Figure 3.8a), the accuracy of collision 
detection is guaranteed. It is because if the sphere is large enough to enclose the 
whole object, it means the new sphere tree contains the whole body. The 
disadvantage is the longer processing time for constructing the new sphere tree. That 
is the reason for updating the sphere tree regionally, not globally. For a spherical 
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region with small radius (Figure 3.8b), the processing time is short, but not all "likely 
to be collided” nodes are included in the new sphere tree, so that the system will 
possibly report that the finger does not collide with any node. To choose a suitable 
dimension of the spherical region, the size of the virtual hand should be considered. 
The default gesture of the virtual hand is stored in the VirtualHand calibration file 
[VIR94]. According to the file, in order to cover the five virtual fingers, the 
dimension of the spherical region is set to be 13cm. 
\ 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.8 (a) A spherical region with large radius (R=15) (b) A spherical 
region with small radius (R=8) 
For a fixed volume of spherical region, the more the number of nodes in the region, 
the longer is the time for constructing the regional sphere tree. The mesh density of 
an object model thus becomes a factor on the performance of the RSTU. The mesh 
density is defined as the number of mesh node per unit volume. For two models (0八 
and OB) with the same mesh size and pattern, but the object size of OA is double of 
that of OB, then OA has a lower mesh density than OB. 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1 System architecture 
The Virtual Reality system described in this thesis consists of a set of personal 
computer, a tracker system, and a glove system as shown in Figure 4.1. A PC with 
1.7GHz processor and 1GB R A M is used. A Polhemus™ FASTRAK tracker system 
is used for tracking the three-dimensional position and orientation of the glove 
[POL94]. The FASTRAK system consists of a transmitter (Xmtr), a receiver (Recvr) 
and a Spatial Information Processing Unit (SIPU). It uses electromagnetic field to 
determine the position and orientation, i.e., the glove in the current system. The 
transmitter generates a low frequency electromagnetic field. The system detects the 
field vectors with a receiver. The signals are then used to compute the position and 
orientation of the receiver relative to the transmitter. 
In the glove system, there are 22 bend sensors for measuring the gesture of the user's 
hand. These sensors pass signals to the CyberGlove Interface Unit (CGIU) that 
amplifies and digitises the signal Then, CGIU sends the digitised signal to the host 
computer via a RS-232 connection. The computer then calculates the angle of 
flexure of each finger joints that will be used for the display of the virtual hand based 
on the hand model [VIR94]. 
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Figure 4.1: Hardware connection of the VR system 
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4.1.1 The graphic display and Deformation system 
A Virtual Reality library called WorldToolKit is used for interfacing with the tracker 
and the glove systems, and is also used for displaying of the virtual hand and object. 
A typical display is shown in Figure 4.2. Calibration of the virtual hand is required 
to obtain proper alignment between the user's hand and the virtual hand. 
m^mam 
Figure 4.2: The resulting hand in the virtual world 
Figure 4.3 shows the program flow of the VR system. The program is mainly 
divided into two parts: 1) Pre-process and 2) Universe action loop. In the 
pre-process, the graphic scene of the Virtual environment is defined. The sensors for 
the system, such as mouse, 3D position tracker, sensor glove, etc are enabled. The 
virtual object is read into the system. The sphere tree for collision detection is then 
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built and finally the pre-compute the inverse of the stiffness matrix for further 
calculation. In the Universe action loop, the 3D position and the gesture of the hand 
are obtained. Collision detection is performed on every test point on the virtual hand. 
If a new set of contact points is found, a relation matrix corresponding to the set of 
contact points is established, and the object model is updated in every frame. 
Initialization of grapic scene and sensors 
1 r 
Read object mesh file 
^ r 
Initialise the 3D object model 
I  
Pre-compute the inverse of stiffness matrix 
1 r 
Build sphere tree of the object for Collision detection 
广 . r 
Get the contact points 3D location < ~ 
1 r 
Perform collision detection 
，r 




Calculate the relation matrix 
1 r 
~ • Update the 3D object model 
Figure 4.3 The program flow of the Virtual Reality System 
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4.2 Multi-contact latency 
Since it is assumed that the virtual object is deformed by the contact points on the 
virtual hand only, the contact points are located on the fingertip, proximal 
interphalangeal joints and metacarpophalangeal joints of each finger, thus there are 3 
points per fingers and totally fifteen points exerting external forces to the virtual 
object. In the collision detection process, it is essential to detect simultaneously the 
fifteen points whether they are in contact with the object or not. When one of the 
contact points is in contact or a new set of contact points is found, the relation matrix 
will be set up again. 
In case of a new set of contact points appears every frame, the system will update the 
relation matrix every frame. Although the time for relation matrix establishment can 
be finished within 1 second, the frame rate may drops to less than 1 frame per second 
occasionally. To minimize the drop in frame rate, the relation matrix is not 
established until there is no change in the set of contact points in consecutive frames. 
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In this section, the performance of the proposed system is discussed with respect to the 
following topics: 1) Pre-computation, 2) Relation matrix establishment, 3) Building 
sphere tree, and 4) Regional sphere tree update. 
5.1 Pre-computation 
In order to apply the Capacitance method (equation (2.5)), the inverse of the global 
stiffness matrix is computed before the actual simulation loop is entered. The time 
required for pre-computation increases as the mesh size of the deformable object 
increases. The following graph shows the relation between the time for pre-computation 
and mesh size. The pre-computation time is measured in terms of CPU time of 1.7GHz 
microprocessor. It is found that there are changes in gradient as the mesh size increases, 
because the Gauss-Jordan elimination is used to perform the pre-computation, which is 
0(n ), where n is the mesh size。 
Time for pre-computation vs mesh size 
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Figure 5.1 Pre-computation time versus mesh size 
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5.2 Relation matrix establishment 
The relation matrix establishment refers to the formation of the relation matrix in 
equation (2.5) (i.e. -(Dn - Di2D22"^ D2i)Ki2). It involves one matrix inversion of a small 
rank matrix, two matrix multiplications and one matrix subtraction. The time for the 
establishment varies with the number of contact points and the mesh size of the object 
model. In Figure 5.2, when the number of contact point is one, using the Condensation 
method to establish the corresponding relation matrix for an object with 456 nodes 
requires less than 7 seconds to complete, while the Capacitance method requires 0.24 
seconds. When the number of contact points goes to 15, the Condensation method 
requires about 10 seconds to complete the task, while the Capacitance method requires 
0.66 seconds. 
The setup time of the relation matrix with increasing mesh 
size using different methods 
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Figure 5.2 Setup time of relation matrix using different methods varies with mesh size. 
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The setup time of the relation matrix vs increase in mesh 
size using the Capacitance method 
20 n  
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o -15 - 5 contact points ^ ^ 
— 1 0 contact points 
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The setup time of relation matrix using Capacitance 
method with mesh size increases 
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Figure 5.3 Setup time of relation matrix using the Capacitance method vs. mesh size. 
Figure 5.3 shows the performance of the relation matrix establishment by using the 
Capacitance method with different number of contact points. In order to limit the 
calculation time of relation matrix within 1 second, for a system with 5 contact points on 
the virtual hand, it is suggested that the mesh size of the object model should be kept 
under 740 nodes. For a system with 10 and 15 contact points, the mesh size should be 
kept under 630 and 560 nodes respectively. 
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Sphere tree construction 
The sphere tree construction is in the pre-process stage. It mainly depends on the size of 
bounding sphere and the mesh size of the object model. If the mesh size is large, more 
time is required for the construction. 
The construction time of sphere tree with 
increasing mesh size 
0.2 -1 
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mesh size (number of node) 
Figure 5.4 Sphere tree construction time vs. the mesh size 
Since the dimension of initial bounding sphere depends on the size of the initial bounding 
cube (Equation 1.20), so if one of the three lengths is abnormally longer than the others, 
then the initial bounding sphere will be very large and the system requires more time to 
construct the sphere tree. 
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5.3 Regional sphere tree update 
The frame rate of the proposed system is kept at 〜3 9 frames per second without regional 
sphere tree update. After using regional sphere tree update, the frame rates drop due to 
the processing time of RSTU. Figure 5.5a shows the relationship between the mesh 
density and processing time of RSTU for the model shown in Figure 5.7. 
The RSTU processing time with increasing the mesh density 
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Figure 5.5a The processing time vs. mesh densities of object models 
The RSTU processing time with increasing the mesh density 
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Figure 5.5b The processing time vs. mesh densities of object models 
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Box models with different mesh sizes shown in Figure 5.6c are compared. It is found 
that for a fixed mesh size, the processing time of RSTU is directly proportional to the 
mesh density of the object model. In order to limit the processing time within 0.05 
seconds, from Figure 5.5b, for the object with 210 nodes, the mesh density of the model 
should be kept under 1.63 nodes/unit volume; for the object with 566 and 998 nodes, the 
mesh density should be kept under 0.37 and 0.28 node/unit volume respectively. 
From Figure 5.6 a-b, different models are tested to show the relation between the mesh 
density and the RSTU processing time. It is found that although the complexity of the 
object model increases, the processing time for RSTU is still proportional to the mesh 
density. 
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The RSTU processing time with increasing the mesh density for the 
model, Doll 
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Figure 5.6a The processing time vs. the mesh densities of object models 
The RSTU processing time with increasing the mesh density 
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Figure 5.6b The processing time vs. the mesh densities of object models 
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Figure 5.6c The relative model for Figure 5.5a 
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Figure 5.6d The relative model for Figure 5.6a 
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Figure 5.6e The relative model for Figure 5.6b 
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5.5 Graphic results 
Box 
No. of nodes (N) 210 566 998 
No. of tetrahedral elements (E) 584 一 1750 3803 
No. of display elements (Ed) 392 976 1280 
> I f � ” � 
Figure 5.7 (a)-(b): A box model is pressed in different ways, (c)-(f): the shape of the 
box is kept after it is deformed by a virtual hand. The red dot is the reference point and 
the fixed nodes are set at the bottom of the box. 
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Cushion 
No. of nodes (N) 417 No. of tetrahedral elements (E) 1182 
No. of display elements (Ed) 762 
( c ) 。 广 . ( d ) / , . M m 
ii.:�“洛. 
(e) � ^ m m m i ^ 
Figure 5.8 (a)-(d): A cushion shape model with thin edge is pressed, (e)-(f): the 
cushion is pressed at the thickest region in the upper part. 
In Figure 5.8(a>~(d), the fixed nodes are set at the lowest part of the cushion. It shows 
that collision is detected correctly at the thin edge. In Figure 5.8(e)~(f), the cushion is 
pressed at the thickest region in the upper part, the low part become inflated because the 
fixed nodes are set at the four edges of the cushion. 
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Duck 
No. of nodes (N) 456 No. of tetrahedral elements (E) 14M 
No. of display elements (Ed) 797 
- .'. - 、 . . 知 
I: � r ， ' 、 … ‘ ‘ 、？ 
變 % r 气 hweM • d , 
感 ： ‘ 4 ^ 
Figure 5.9 A duck model is pressed in different positions. 
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Jelly 
No. of nodes (N) 510 No. of tetrahedral elements (E) 1624 
No. of display elements (Ed) 882 
Figure 5.10 A jelly-shape object is pressed and keep the deformed shape. 
The jelly-shape object is deformed into a hat-like object after several deformations. It is 
a kind of virtual sculpting using virtual hand. It is a way for children to create their own 
work of art. The advantage is children just need to wear the sensor glove and they can 
perform the sculpting in the virtual environment without contacting the clay which is 
dirty and harmful to health. 
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Free form shell 
No. of nodes (N) 212 No. of tetrahedral elements (E) 531 
No. of display elements (Ed) 422 
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Figure 5.11 A free-form object is deformed. 
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t �漏 
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Isometric view Top view 
I； ^ ^ . 
Side view Front view 
Figure 5.12 The 4 views of the free form object after deformation is shown 
This is an example to show the effect of the regional sphere-tree update. A correct 
collision is detected even though the finger presses into the object deeply. 
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Doll 
No. of nodes (N) 640 No. of tetrahedral elements (E) 1990 
No. of display elements (Ed) H H 
m fv; I 
U XJ^ 
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\ . vn 
Figure 5.13 A series of deforming action exerted on a sample model - rabbit shape doll. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusion 
This thesis presented a system for manipulating a deformable solid object with a 
sensor glove based on the finite-element method. A virtual hand is created for 
visualizing the interaction between the user's hand and the virtual object. The 
virtual hand is controlled by a sensor glove which captures the gesture of the user's 
hand. Contact points between the virtual hand and the object are used for 
establishing constraints for the estimation of deformation based on the finite-element 
method. 
Experiments showed that the critical process of the system is the relation matrix 
establishment for object deformation; it takes at least one second. Capacitance 
method is adopted to minimize the latency due to finite-element analysis. The 
processing time for relation matrix establishment is reduced by pre-computing the 
inverse of global stiffness matrix and then the matrix inverse, which required to 
establish the relation matrix, is obtained by updating the inverse of the global stiffness 
matrix, rather than directly calculating the inverse of the matrix. Test results showed 
that when the number of contact point is one, using the Condensation method to 
establish the corresponding relation matrix for an object with 456 nodes requires less 
than 7 seconds to complete, while the Capacitance method requires 0.24 seconds. 
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When the number of contact points goes to 15, the Condensation method requires 
about 10 seconds to complete the task, while the Capacitance method requires 0.66 
seconds. For a model with a mesh size of 1000 nodes, the processing time using the 
Capacitance method ranges from 1 to 10 seconds as the numbers of contact points 
increase from 1 to 15 points. 
The frame rate of the proposed approach without regional sphere tree update is kept at 
the level of 39 frames per second (excluding the relation matrix establishment process) 
for objects with 200-1000 nodes. There is no significant change in frame rate (〜38 
frames per second) using breadth-first search instead of depth-first search to traverse 
the sphere tree. However, when the number of test points goes to 100，the frame rate 
drops to around 18 frames per second if the system does not apply neighborhood 
algorithm to traverse the search tree. After applying the neighborhood algorithm, the 
frame rate drop to around 30 frames per second only. Experimental results showed 
for a fix mesh size, the processing time for RSTU is directly proportional to the mesh 
density for any model. In order to limit the processing time within 0.05 seconds, the 
mesh density of a model with the mesh size 210 nodes should not be greater than 1.63 
nodes/unit volume. If the mesh size goes to 566 and 998 nodes, then the mesh 
density should be kept under 0.37 and 0.28 node/unit volume respectively. 
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6.2 Future work 
The critical process in the proposed system is the matrix inversion process in 
establishing the relation matrix. Parallel processing technique may be applied to 
further improve the performance of the system so that deformable objects with mesh 
size over 1000 can be modeled with the same approach. Since there is no haptic 
feedback device in the proposed system, it is difficult to grasp an object in a desired 
position. It is believed that the use of head-mounted display with stereoscopic effect 
will provide a better visual cue for the grasping task. 
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APPENDIX A 
Sphere-sphere interference test 
As spheres are orientation free, the only information required to test the interference 
between spheres is the distance, d, between the center of the spheres, as shown in Figure 
Al. If d is larger than the sum of the radii of the spheres, the spheres are not colliding. 
Otherwise, they collide with each other. 
Figure Al: Sphere-sphere intersection test 
Exact interference test 
Exact interference test is a test between contact points the on virtual hand and the surface 
mesh node of the object. The test ensures that the virtual object is deformed when the 
contact point and the surface of object interfere each other exactly. So exact interference 
test is performed after the contact point pass all sphere-sphere interference test and finally 
interferes with a leaf node in the sphere-tree. 
For each contact point, a vector D is constructed from the surface mesh node of object 
model to the contact point. In addition, a vertex normal Ni is constructed by averaging all 
the neighborhood face normal of the vertex i. The vectors are shown in Figure 1.18. 
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Scalar product is performed on the two vectors, 
= (Al) 
where R is the result of the scalar product. 
(a) (b) 
Figure A2: (a) The contact point on fingertip does not collide with the object, (b) 
The contact point collides with the object. 
If the result R is greater than zero, D is in the same direction as N and the fingertip is 
outside the virtual object. Hence, there is no collision between the contact point and the 
object. Otherwise, the contact point penetrates into the virtual object; it means the 
contact point interferes with the object. 
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APPENDIX B 
Mesh file creation 
Mesh file creation can be divided into three parts: 1) Model construction using existing 
C A D software, i.e. Solid Works. A solid model is required for evaluating deformation. 
2) Porting the solid model into Algor, which is an engineering analysis software, to create 
a solid element mesh. The outputs of Algor consist of vertex coordinates, surface mesh 
connectivity and solid mesh connectivity data. 3) Converting the outputs of Algor into a 
file readable by the V R system. Figure B1 shows the process of generating a mesh file. 
Model construction 
5 
Import the 3D model into Algor to create a solid 
element mesh 
T 
Output the raw mesh data files of the 3D object 
• 、 . 
Convert the raw data files into a single mesh file in 
a proper format 
Figure Bl: The flow of mesh file creation 
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Process for generating output in Algor 
Since the surface nodes and the internal nodes should be separated, and there is no 
function in Algor to perform this task, a special technique is used to extract the surface 
nodes. The following figure shows the steps for generating a raw data output in Algor. 
Import the 3D object model file 
] r  
Create the triangular surface mesh 
1 r 
Declare the element type to be Membrane 
r  
Check the model whether error occurs or not 
y  
Save the Nodal data and Element connectiveity data 
for object surface mesh (the first file) 
y_  
Create solid mesh 
y  
Choose the option "Read Surface Mesh 
connectivity from file" 
1 r 
Declare the element type to be Tetrahedral 
r  
Save the Nodal data and Element connectivity data 
for object solid mesh (the second file) 
Figure B2: The step to create mesh in Algor. 
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Raw Algor mesh data 
There are two raw data files: surface mesh raw data file and solid mesh raw data file. 
Both of them contain two lists: node coordinates list and mesh connectivity list. In node 
coordinates list, an independent index number is assigned to a set of coordinates, then the 
index number is used to represent the node appearing in mesh connectivity list. Since the 
index number of a node in surface mesh data file is different to that of the same node in 
solid mesh data file, so a special sorting is needed to discriminate which node in the solid 
mesh data file is a surface node. 
Mesh file generator 
In the proposed system, an object is represented as a collection of tetrahedral elements. 
Assuming an object X is composed of a list of vertices or nodes V= {po，pi, .••，pj, 
where pn = (Pnx, Pny, Pnz) IS a coordinates of a node, then the object is represented as a 
three-tuple fV，T, S}，where T = {ci: et = (a，b，c，d) such that et is a tetrahedral elements 
with vertices pa, Pb, Pc Pd^V}, and S = { f j : f j = (r，s，t) such that f j is a face with vertices 
pr, ps, pt and f j is the face of et lying on the surfaces of X]. S is to be used for the display 
of the object, thus avoid processing triangles in the interior of X. 
Mesh file generator is a program that converts the raw Algor mesh data into a single 
mesh file in a particular format {V, T, S). Since the node sequence is different in surface 
mesh file and solid mesh file, the surface nodes are sorted out from the solid mesh file by 
comparing the coordinates of the nodes. 
Other than converting the data to a particular format, mesh file generator mainly performs 
the ordering of the nodes and surface mesh connectivity in the mesh. A good ordering of 
node will make the whole system efficient. When the stiffness matrix is established, if 
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the ordering of node is good, that means the ordering of the node is surface node first, 
then fixed node, and finally internal node, then no extra sorting is needed to partition the 
global stiffness matrix into its sub-matrices. There are three different types of nodes: 
surface node, fixed node and internal node. In mesh file generator, the surface nodes will 
be sorted out first. After that, criteria for a fixed node will be set, and those surface 
nodes, which satisfy the criteria, will be defined as fixed nodes. The criteria for fixed 
node can be decided by the user. Different model has different distribution of fixed 
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